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The pulse duration, and, more generally, the temporal intensity profile of free-electron laser (FEL)
pulses, is of utmost importance for exploring the new perspectives offered by FELs; it is a nontrivial
experimental parameter that needs to be characterized. We measured the pulse shape of an extreme
ultraviolet externally seeded FEL operating in high-gain harmonic generation mode. Two different methods
based on the cross-correlation of the FEL pulses with an external optical laser were used. The two methods,
one capable of single-shot performance, may both be implemented as online diagnostics in FEL facilities.
The measurements were carried out at the seeded FEL facility FERMI. The FEL temporal pulse
characteristics were measured and studied in a range of FEL wavelengths and machine settings, and they
were compared to the predictions of a theoretical model. The measurements allowed a direct observation of
the pulse lengthening and splitting at saturation, in agreement with the proposed theory.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.7.021043 Subject Areas: Atomic and Molecular Physics,
Condensed Matter Physics, Optics
I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of FEL sources operating in the vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) or x-ray spectral region has paved the
way for time resolution and for the observation of nonlinear
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and ultrafast processes in the study of the interaction of
radiation with matter involving shallow and deep-core
electron levels [1–7]. The goal of FELs, in general, is to
provide intense and short light pulses with high spectral
resolution. Experiments performed at seeded FELs also
have the major advantage of the stability of the main pulse
parameters such as intensity, duration, time of arrival, and
bandwidth. The externally seeded FEL source FERMI,
which covers the wavelength range 4–100 nm [8,9], is at
the cutting edge of this new research field [10–16]. Along
with the energy per pulse, the FEL pulse duration defines
the rate of deposited energy on the sample, which drives the
onset of nonlinear processes [17] and the modification of
absorption [1,18] during sample illumination.
In structural studies, the aim is to shorten the pulse to the
point that it outruns radiation damage and allows (also by
means of high intensity) the collection of single-shot
diffraction images from single small particles with high
spatial resolution [3,19,20]. The time structure of the pulse
is an extremely relevant parameter in the study of transient
properties in solids [21–25], magnetic properties [26,27],
and structural phase transition [28], as well as in femto-
chemistry studies [7] and, in general, in the study of all
ultrafast dynamic processes [29–31]. Therefore, accurate
control and knowledge of the pulse duration are two of the
most important prerequisites for the FEL user. The goal of
reducing the pulse duration is intimately connected with
interesting machine physics studies.
In recent years, several indirect [32–35] and direct [36–43]
methods have been developed to provide reliable temporal
profiles, both on average and on a single-shot basis. Indirect
methods extract the pulse information from some machine
parameters such as longitudinal electron phase space [32,33],
fluctuation of the radiated spectrum [34], and number of
observed spikes [35]. These parameters are linked to the
pulse duration by means of some theoretical models of FEL
emission. Since indirect methods extract the FEL pulse
temporal information by modeling the FEL output, their
application requires calibration by some other approach. On
the other hand, methods such as extreme ultraviolet (XUV)
autocorrelation in the gas phase [36], cross-correlation in the
solid state [37,38] or in the gas phase [41,44–46], and optical
laser-driven Terahertz streaking [39] provide temporal infor-
mation directly by means of the response of an ultrafast
physical process to FEL radiation.Most of these studies have
been performed on self-amplified spontaneous emission
(SASE) FEL sources.
In contrast, FERMI [9,47] is an externally seeded FEL
source, based on the high-gain harmonic generation
scheme (HGHG) [48]. The FEL process is divided into
three steps (see Fig. 1), each occurring in a dedicated
structure along the electron beam path: (1) Within a first
undulator (the modulator), a UV laser pulse seeds the
electron bunch by imprinting the desired temporal proper-
ties (intensity profile, phase, and coherence) on its energy
distribution; (2) a magnetic chicane (dispersive section)
converts the energy modulation into a density modulation
at the seed wavelength λ0 and its higher harmonics;
(3) within an undulator array, tuned to a specific harmonic
n, light emission and amplification occur. The output FEL
pulse distribution is the result of the evolution through these
steps. With a sufficiently smooth longitudinal electron
beam distribution, the pulse properties still mirror those
of the seed, and understanding the effect of the three steps
gives extra flexibility to predict and control the final pulse
temporal profile. The correlation between FERMI pulse
properties and seed pulse properties is well-established
[49]. A single-shot spectrotemporal characterization of the
seeded FERMI pulses was also carried out in a specific
double-pulse configuration [43,50] by means of the
SPIDER technique [51]; this method allows one to recon-
struct the amplitude and phase of the pulses, but it imposes
a series of constraints on the FEL conditions of operation,
thus limiting its application to a specific machine setup. In
this paper, we present the first extended study of the FEL
pulse temporal properties from a seeded FEL. The study is
based on two cross-correlation techniques, aimed at deter-
mining the temporal pulse profile of the externally seeded
source FERMI in a wide spectral range and for different
machine settings. The first cross-correlation between the
FEL and an external laser in the gas phase is referred to as
method A, and the second method, where the cross-
correlation takes place in the solid target, is referred to
as method B. Several parameters known to affect the pulse
FIG. 1. Layout of a HGHG FEL: UV seed and electrons are superimposed in a first modulator. The UV laser pulse imprints its
temporal properties on the electron energy distribution; a dispersive section converts the energy modulation into a density modulation at
the seed wavelength λ0 and at its higher harmonics; the radiator, with resonance tuned to a specific harmonic n, amplifies this harmonic.
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duration were varied during the course of these experi-
ments, such as the seed pulse length and the FEL saturation
conditions. These sets of measurements therefore represent
a case study of the properties of HGHG seeded FEL pulses,
as well as a benchmark of the two methods for measuring
the temporal pulse shape used. The paper is organized as
follows: Section II provides a theoretical model to predict
the seeded FEL pulse duration, Sec. III presents the
experimental details of methods A and B, and Sec. IV
reports the results of both. In Sec. V, we summarize the
results and the conclusions supported by the theory.
II. PULSE DURATION OF A SEEDED FEL
In a seeded HGHG FEL, the process of transfer of
amplitude and phase information of the seed to the electron
beam phase space and the following FEL harmonic
amplification are equally influenced by the properties of
the electron beam and of the seed laser pulse [49]. Any
longitudinal variation of the FEL resonance condition and
of the FEL coupling parameters—such as the beam current,
the quality of the longitudinal and transverse phase space,
the electron energy distribution, and the phase chirp of the
seed pulse—has an influence on the final pulse shape and
duration [52]. The studies presented here were performed in
a mode of operation where the electron bunch was much
longer than the seed pulse and the electron beam properties
were sufficiently homogeneous; thus, the amplification
process may take place in a longitudinal region longer
than the seed pulse itself. These settings are standard for the
setup and tuning of a single-stage seeded source such as
FERMI FEL-1, which is operated in a regime where pulse
length and pulse structure are largely determined by the
seed properties. However, even in these ideal conditions, all
the intermediate processes—e.g., conversion of the seed
into electron-beam energy modulation, frequency up-shift,
and finally the amplification—play an important role in the
determination of the output-pulse length and structure. The
FEL saturation mechanism also has a profound effect on
the output-pulse properties: The dynamics of electrons
trapped in the ponderomotive potential associated with the
laser field induces amplitude and phase modulations of the
FEL output pulse. In deeply saturated conditions, multiple
pulses may appear [53], and the FEL may enter a nonlinear
dynamical regime where the FEL pulse properties are
almost independent of the seed pulse [54–57].
We now go through the steps of energy modulation
and harmonic conversion (Sec. II A) and final amplification
(Sec. II B). We relate the properties of the FEL pulse
to those of the seed (electric field envelope EL, wavelength
λ0), electron beam (energy E, energy spread σγ, longi-
tudinal charge density ρe, bunching factor bn), undulator
(period λu, number of periods N, overall length Nλu, gain
length Lg), and dispersive section (strength R56). We
further indicate the speed of light in vacuum, c, the
electron rest mass m0, and the electron relativistic factor
γ ¼ E=m0c2.
A. Beam energy-density modulation
The harmonic conversion process starts in a first undu-
lator (modulator) where the ultrarelativistic electron beam
is modulated in energy via the interaction with an intense
seed laser pulse. The relative energy modulation depth is
proportional to the laser electric field EL,
Δγ
γ
∝ EL: ð1Þ
In order to initiate lasing, Δγ=γ has to be larger than the
relative natural beam energy spread σγ . Any high-gain FEL
amplifier has a limited gain bandwidth of the order of
σω ≃ ρFEL, associated with the slippage of the radiation
field over the electron beam. The parameter ρFEL [58]
defines the gain length Lg; hence, the exponential growth
rate of the amplifier is PðzÞ ¼ exp ðz=LgÞ, where Lg ¼
λu=ð4π
ffiffiffi
3
p
ρFELÞ [59,60] and z is the distance traveled by the
beam along the undulator. When the undulator length Nλu
is shorter than the gain length Lg, as in the modulator, the
gain bandwidth scales as σω ≈ 1=2N. In the following, we
assume that the seed pulse has a limited bandwidth, smaller
than the bandwidth of the modulator and, after harmonic
conversion, of the amplifier. Under such conditions, the
effects of slippage of the field on the electrons can be
neglected, and the energy modulation imprinted on the
electron phase space carries all the amplitude and phase
information of the seed pulse. The seed laser pulse plays no
additional role after the interaction with the electron beam
in the modulator. The source of the radiation emission in
the final FEL amplifier is the charge density modulation,
expressed as a “bunching factor,” i.e., as the Fourier
coefficient of the electron density modulation at the
resonant frequency of the amplifier. In order to convert
the energy modulation induced by the seed into a density
modulation, the beam traverses a dispersive section: a
magnetic device where the electron path length is inversely
proportional to the electron energy. Two electrons whose
energies differ by δγ will be longitudinally shifted by
δζ ¼ δγ
γ
R56; ð2Þ
where ζ ¼ z − βzct is the longitudinal coordinate in the
moving electron beam frame [61] and where the momen-
tum compaction R56 represents the “strength” of the
dispersive section. This results in a modulation of the
longitudinal charge density of the electron beam ρeðζÞ,
containing Fourier components at the seed laser frequency
and at the higher-order integer harmonics. The bunching
factor at the nth harmonic of the seed and at position ζ is
defined as
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bnðζÞ ¼
1
λ0
Z
ζþλ0
ζ
ρeðζ0Þe−2πinζ0=λ0dζ0: ð3Þ
It can be shown that bn depends on the initial energy spread
σγ , on the dispersion R56 appearing in Eq. (2), and on the
energy modulation Δγ, which, under our assumptions,
is the only factor introducing a dependence on ζ.
The amplitude of bn can also be written as [48]
jbnðζÞj ¼ exp

−
1
2

2πn
λ0
σγR56

2

Jn

2πn
λ0
Δγ
γ
R56

; ð4Þ
where Jn is a Bessel function of the first kind of order n,
and we define the modulation-dispersion product
χnðΔγ; R56Þ ¼
2πn
λ0
Δγ
γ
R56: ð5Þ
In summary, the density modulation is the source term
for the field growth in the final amplifier. This parameter
should be optimized by tuning the dispersion R56 and the
energy modulation Δγ=γ while keeping the latter as low as
possible. The energy modulation is linearly proportional to
the electric field of the seed laser [Eq. (1)], and at a given
dispersion and harmonic order n, the expression in Eq. (4)
relates the longitudinal amplitude of the seed electric field
ELðζÞ to the bunching factor bnðζÞ that describes the
longitudinal electron beam profile.
In the first two gain lengths within the amplifier, the field
grows approximately as
EFELðζ; zÞ ∝ zbnðζÞ: ð6Þ
After these two gain lengths, a radiation pulse up-shifted in
frequency to the resonant frequency of the undulator, with
the longitudinal phase and amplitude profiles of the
bunching factor bnðζÞ, will be exponentially amplified.
In the limit of negligible slippage of the radiation pulse over
the electron bunch with respect to the converted pulse
duration, the pulse properties will be preserved during
amplification. Therefore, we have
EFELðζ; zÞ ¼ EFELðζ; 2LgÞ expðz=2Lg − 1Þ; ð7Þ
and the longitudinal pulse intensity profile at the exit of the
amplifier will be proportional to b2nðζÞ. Let us now analyze
Eq. (4) in more detail under these assumptions, which we
will then relax to explore the case where saturation may
occur at the end of the amplifier. If we assume that our seed
pulse has a Gaussian intensity shape with rms intensity
duration σζ,
ELðζÞ ¼ ELð0Þ exp

−
ζ2
4σ2ζ

; ð8Þ
and that the peak value ELð0Þ corresponds to a modulation
Δγ, we may introduce a dependence of the Bessel function
argument on the coordinate ζ via the longitudinal laser
intensity profile, following the method used in Ref. [62].
The longitudinal intensity distribution of the FEL pulse is
therefore
jEFELðn; ζ; χnÞj2 ∝ Jn

χnðΔγ; R56Þ exp

−
ζ2
4σ2ζ

2
: ð9Þ
Under conditions of low seed power and low dispersion
½χnðΔγ; R56Þ ≪ 1, we may expand the Bessel function
around zero; thus, at the lowest order, we get
EFELðn; ζÞ ∝ exp

−
nζ2
4σ2ζ

; ð10Þ
i.e., the FEL radiation pulse maps the seed pulse profile,
and the rms distribution scales as the square root of the
harmonic order σFELζ ¼ σζ=
ffiffiffi
n
p
.
The conditions analyzed so far are rather relaxed in terms
of attainable intensity of theFELpulse; indeed, onegenerally
considers, as optimized conditions for FEL emission, those
for which the bunching factor is maximized at a given
modulation Δγ; i.e., the Bessel function in Eq. (4) is
maximized. The Bessel function of nth order reaches the
first localmaximumwhen its argument is approximately [63]
χnðΔγ; R56Þ ¼ χmaxn ¼ n

1þ
ffiffiffi
2
3
r
n−
2
3

: ð11Þ
In Fig. 2 (right panel), the optimal situation at the 10th
harmonic, providing the highest bunching at the peak seed
laser intensity (b, solid line), is compared to two detuned
cases, corresponding to a 20% reduction (a, dotted line) or
increase (c, dashed line) of the modulation-dispersion
product χn. A relatively modest change in the settings of
the dispersion or of the seed laser intensity has important
effects on the output-pulse profile. In the overbunched case
FIG. 2. Pulse longitudinal profile [Eq. (9), with n ¼ 10] as a
function of the normalized longitudinal coordinate ζ=σζ and of
the modulation-dispersion product (left panel). Pulse longitudinal
profiles (right panel) at selected χ10 positions. The dotted line
(a) shows χ10 ¼ 0.8χmax10 , the solid line (b), χ10 ¼ χmax10 , and the
dashed line (c), χn ¼ 1.2χmax10 .
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(c, dashed line), the pulse splits into two sub-bunches, a
well-known technique used to generate multiple pulses for
pump and probe experiments [53,66,67]. When the pulse
splits, shortening of the subpulses is associated with the
spectral broadening, and spectral structures are related to
interferences between the two (or more) subpulses [49,68]
or, in the case of a chirped seed, to a spectral mapping of the
temporal distribution [49,69].
In order to quantify the evolution of the FEL pulse
duration, one can calculate the rms length of the intensity
distribution jEFELðn; ζ; χnÞj2 as
σFELζ ðn; χnÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiRþ∞
−∞ jEFELðn; ζ; χnÞj2ζ2dζRþ∞
−∞ jEFELðn; ζ; χnÞj2dζ
s
; ð12Þ
where we have exploited the fact that the intensity
distribution is a symmetric function of ζ, i.e.,Rþ∞
−∞ jEFELðn; ζ; χnÞj2ζdζ ¼ 0.
In Fig. 3, the dependence of the pulse length on the
harmonic conversion order is shown. The continuous black
line represents the rms length of the FEL intensity
distribution normalized to the seed pulse duration σζ and
calculated at ðχn ¼ χmaxn Þ.
The pulse length at the maximum of the Bessel function
scales approximately as (Fig. 3, blue dashed line):
σFELζ ðn; χmaxn Þ≃
σFELζ ð1; χmaxn Þ
n1=3
∼
7
6
σζ
n1=3
: ð13Þ
This behavior is compared with the function σFELζ ðn; χnÞ
calculated at χn ¼ 0.5χmaxn (black dotted line) and χn ¼
1.1χmaxn (black dashed line). An excess of 10% in the seed
electric field amplitude (20% in intensity) or in the
dispersive strength leads to a substantial growth of the
pulse length, especially at high harmonic orders. On the
other hand, halving the dispersion or the seed field
amplitude leads to a condition well approximated by the
solution in the limit χn ≪ χmaxn , i.e., σFELζ ¼ σζ=
ffiffiffi
n
p
(red
dashed line).
In Fig. 4, we show the growth of the pulse duration
associated with an increase of the factor χnðΔγ; R56Þ for
three different harmonics (solid line). For comparison,
the dashed line represents the corresponding analytical
functions
dðn; χnÞ ¼
1ffiffiffi
n
p

1 −
2
9
χ2n

1þ

1 −
2
n

χ2n

−1
ð14Þ
empirically derived by approximating the pulse width
from Eq. (12) and providing a reasonable approximation
for the pulse length increase in the ranges 1 ≤ n ≤ 20
and 0 < χn < 1.2χmaxn .
B. Amplification and saturation effects in the amplifier
An excessive bunching factor in Eq. (7) can bring the
FEL peak power close to the saturation level Pmax ∼
1.6ρFELPe [70–72], with Pe the power carried by the
electron beam. Saturation arises from a combination of
gain depression induced by an increased e-beam energy
spread, and of phase mismatch between the bunched beam
and the copropagating amplified optical wave due to the
energy detuning associated with the electron kinetic energy
transfer to the optical field. A pulse splitting process,
analogous to the one after the modulator and dispersive
section, takes place at the onset of saturation, where the
exponential growth of the power is suppressed at the pulse
peak position but may continue on the leading and trailing
edges of the pulse where the field amplitude is lower. This
causes a further increase of the pulse length, typically
accompanied by spectral broadening and by the appearance
of structures in the spectrum indicating the formation of a
correlated structure in the temporal profile. Another effect
associated with the different propagation velocity of the
FIG. 4. Pulse length vs the function χnðΔγ; R56Þ for three
different harmonics: n ¼ 4 (left panel), n ¼ 8 (center panel),
and n ¼ 13 (right panel). Dashed line: The approximating func-
tion, Eq. (14).
FIG. 3. Relative pulse length σFELζ ðn; χnÞ=σζ , as a function
of the harmonic conversion order n. Solid black line:
χn ¼ χmaxn . Black dotted line: χn ¼ 0.5χmaxn . Black dashed line:
χn ¼ 1.1χmaxn . Red dashed line: Solution in the limit χn ≪ χmaxn ,
i.e., the function σFELζ =σζ ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
n
p
. Blue dashed line: The
function 7=ð6n1=3Þ.
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electron beam and the optical field (slippage) is the growth
of an asymmetry between the front pulse, shifting over a
fresh portion of the electron beam and the rear pulse, that
conversely interacts with electrons heated by the tail of the
front pulse. At the longest wavelength at FERMI, the
slippage distance over the entire amplifier undulator is of
the order of 30 fs. We therefore expect this effect to be
modest at high harmonic orders and when the seed pulse
duration is comparable to, or longer than, 100 fs. Under
normal conditions, the FEL parameters are tuned to reach
the onset of saturation just at the end of the amplifier to
minimize the saturation effects discussed in Refs. [53,56].
In Fig. 5, we show the behavior of the pulse lengthening
σFEL−satζ =σ
FEL
ζ vs z along the undulator. The plot is derived
from the analytical model of the HGHG process in
Ref. [64], under the assumption that seed intensity and
dispersion are tuned to reach the threshold 0.5Pmax at the
position z ¼ zsat. If zsat corresponds to the end of the
radiator of length ðzsat ¼ LuÞ, we have a pulse lengthening
of about 10% associated with saturation. A marginal pulse
shortening at the cost of a drop in the pulse peak power may
be obtained by reducing the bunching factor at the entrance
of the amplifier, which shifts the position zsat forward.
Conversely, if we increase the bunching factor to have
zsat < Lu, an increase of peak power and pulse energy
comes at the cost of a further increase of the pulse duration.
In summary, we have analyzed independently the two
phases mostly influencing the temporal properties of a
seeded FEL: (1) the density modulation or harmonic
conversion phase and (2) the amplification or saturation
phase in the amplifier. Analogous to the harmonic con-
version in optical nonlinear processes, in phase (1) we
have a shortening of the pulse scaling with the harmonic
order as 1=
ffiffiffi
n
p
(Fig. 2, χn=χmaxn < 0.8, position a).
Optimized tuning aimed at maximizing the bunching factor
for a given induced energy modulation Δγðχn=χmaxn ≈ 1Þ
leads to a pulse duration scaling with the harmonic order as
7=ð6n1=3Þ (Fig. 2, position b). A further increase of the
parameter χn leads to pulse splitting (Fig. 2, position c). In
phase (2), the amplification process, with the hypothesis of
uniform electron beamparameters and narrowbandwidth of
the FEL pulse, leaves the pulse profile almost unchanged
until saturation is reached. Saturation is first reached at the
pulse peak and then at the pulse wings. This leads to a
second pulse lengthening (and successive splitting), analo-
gous to the one that occurred in step (1). The excess of a
bunching factor at the entrance of the amplifier expedites
the onset of saturation and lengthening. These structural
changes of the pulse shape are always associated with an
increase of the parameter χn containing the product of the
field amplitude of the seed and the strength of the
dispersion. We therefore analyze the experimental data in
relation to relative variations of parameter χn, distinguish-
ing a short pulse regime, a maximum power regime, and a
saturated regime.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND SETUPS
FERMI is composed of two independent FELs that share
the same electron source and photon transport optics. The
two sources are identified as FERMI FEL-1 and FERMI
FEL-2 (for brevity, FEL-1 and FEL-2, respectively). FEL-1
consists of a single HGHG stage and covers the range
20–100 nm [8]. FEL-2 consists of a double HGHG stage:
The first is a shorter replica of FEL-1 whose pulses are used
to seed the second stage to produce radiation in the 4–20-
nm range. Under optimized conditions, the pulse has a
typical energy ranging from a few to hundreds of μJ, with
fluctuations that can be as low as 5% (rms, on FEL-1), and
a single-mode spectral distribution with Gaussian shape
[73]. The full wavelength tunability of FERMI derives from
the broad tunability of the seed laser via an optical
parametric amplifier (OPA) module and the use of variable
gap undulators. The data presented here were collected at
the low photon energy FEL-1 and at the first stage of the
FEL-2 (indicated as FEL-2.1) sources. FEL-1 delivers
photons directly to the end user. FEL-2.1 seeds the second
short-wavelength stage of FEL-2, and the pulse properties
measured at this intermediate stage provide information on
the final pulse properties of FEL-2. Measurements were
also done with the FEL operating with the seed generated in
two different conditions: as the third harmonic of the Ti:
Sapphire laser amplifier (which will be indicated as THG)
and as the third harmonic of a wavelength-tunable OPA.
All the optics of the FERMI beam lines (see Fig. 6 and its
caption) are reflective, and because of the intrinsic narrow
bandwidth of the FEL spectrum, the optical transport
system should not affect the FEL pulse length.
Two different experimental setups for the determination
of the pulse duration were utilized. One was installed at the
low-density matter (LDM) beam line [78] and the other at
the diffraction and projection imaging beam line (DiProI)
FIG. 5. Increase of the pulse duration associated with saturation
effects at the end of the radiator. The behavior is independent of
the harmonic order if the abscissa is scaled by the FEL gain
length Lg. The vertical line indicates the condition of undulator
length equal to the saturation length Lu ¼ zsat occurring after
approximately 10 gain lengths in this example.
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[79,80]. The experimental techniques adopted on LDM
and DiProI are both based on cross-correlation between the
FEL pulse and an external laser pulse. This source is the
same Ti:Sapphire laser generating the seed for the HGHG
process. This solution provides an extremely low jitter
between the FEL pulse and the Ti:Sapphire external laser
(about 6 fs) and is commonly adopted at FERMI for pump
and probe experiments [81,82]. On the LDM beam line, the
pulse duration was measured by monitoring the intensity of
sidebands in the photoelectron spectrum of helium
[44,83,84] as a function of the time delay Δt between
the FEL pump pulse and an IR probe pulse [44–46]. On the
DiProI beam line, the cross-correlation was obtained by
monitoring the transient transmission change of visible
light in a Si3N4 membrane induced by the FEL pulse [37] in
the so-called tilted-front geometry. The LDM experiment is
a direct cross-correlation measurement, but it requires
scanning the temporal delay between the FEL and the
external laser. The DiProI experiment is more elaborate, but
it allows single-shot measurements; in principle, the under-
lying method could be used as an online diagnostic in the
case of experiments involving transmissive targets. More
details about each method and experimental setup are
provided in Secs. III A and III B, respectively.
A. Two-color photoemission cross-correlation
The physical mechanism behind the FEL-IR cross-
correlation signal is the appearance of IR-induced side-
bands in a photoelectron spectrum. In our experiment,
using a helium gas jet, a single FEL photon promotes one
He electron above the ionization potential, giving a
photoemission line at energy E0; simultaneous absorption
or stimulated emission of one or more IR photons transfers
intensity from this main line into satellite peaks, called
sidebands, at energies E0 mhνIR (Fig. 7), where hνIR is
the IR photon energy and m is the sideband order (below,
we indicate the sidebands at orders 1; 2; ...; m as
SB1; SB2;…; SBm). The measurements were done in
linear horizontal polarization to avoid dichroic effects
[11]. In the perturbative regime, the intensity of the mth
sideband, ISBm, as a function of the delayΔt between the IR
and FEL pulse is proportional to the mth power of the IR
intensity IIR [46],
ISBmðΔtÞ ∝
Z
∞
−∞
IIRðt − ΔtÞmIFELðtÞdt: ð15Þ
Given the time structure of the IR pulse, the FEL pulse
can be deconvolved from the cross-correlation curve
ISBmðΔtÞ. For Gaussian temporal profiles of the two lasers,
ISBmðΔtÞ is also a Gaussian, and Eq. (15) yields a relation
between the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
cross-correlation curve, τC, and those of the FEL and IR
pulses (τFEL and τIR, respectively) [46,85]:
τC ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τ2FEL þ
τ2IR
m
r
: ð16Þ
Equation (16) shows that the effective IR temporal width
scales with m as 1=
ffiffiffiffi
m
p
. Therefore, within the limit of the
perturbative regime, by increasing m, τC is bound to
converge to τFEL [86].
Note that, in the general case, the FWHM of the cross-
correlation is also broadened by the temporal jitter between
the IR and the FEL [41,46,85], appearing on the right side
of Eq. (16) as an additional term τJ to be added in
quadrature. As already mentioned, this term is not relevant
in our case because of the modest arrival-time jitter
compared to the typical pulse length. This was explicitly
verified by monitoring over time (1.5 × 104 shots) the
intensity of the sideband SB2 at the point of maximum
derivative of the cross-correlation curve. At this point of the
curve, a potential time jitter causes the maximum fluc-
tuation in the signal on top of the statistical noise. After
deconvolution of the statistical noise (estimated by meas-
uring, over the same amount of time, the sideband intensity
FIG. 6. Layout of the FERMI beam transport section. The DiProI and LDM experimental stations share a common photon transport
system that includes a beam-defining aperture (BDA), photon beam position monitors (BPM), a gas cell monitoring the FEL fluency
(I0M), a gas attenuator (GA), a solid-state photon yield detector (PYD), an energy spectrometer, an autocorrelator, and plane steering
mirrors [74–76]. On LDM and DiProI, the FEL beam is focused by a system of KB mirrors [77].
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at the flat top of the cross-correlation curve), the sideband
signal fluctuation was found to be consistent with the jitter
estimate τJ ≲ 5 fs. The contribution of the jitter is therefore
negligible in the measurements of pulse durations typically
1 order of magnitude larger.
At high IR intensity, sidebands approach saturation, and
the simple power law ISBm ∝ ImIR loses validity; in practice,
one replaces the exponentm with an effective value α < m,
which increases the effective temporal width of the IR pulse
that enters Eq. (16). The value of α (dependent onm and the
range of IIR) can be empirically determined [46,85]. When
saturation occurs, use of the perturbative limit α ¼ m
amounts to an overestimate of the deconvolved pulse
duration [see Eq. (16)]. Because higher-order sidebands
are harder to saturate [87], we expect that with increasing
m, the validity of the perturbative regime equation holds for
higher IR intensities.
1. Experimental setup
The FEL-1 source was operated in the OPA seeding
mode, while FEL-2.1 was operated in the THG seeding
mode at a wavelength of 261.1 nm. In both cases, the FEL
intensity was about 5 × 1012 W=cm2. The seed laser pulse
duration was measured via cross-correlation, and in both
cases (THG and OPA), the duration was about 140 fs
FWHM. The time duration of the second IR pulse was
ð90 1Þ fs (FWHM), as measured by a dedicated, single-
shot autocorrelator. The focal spot size of the infrared laser
was adapted to completely dress the spot of the FEL beam,
as measured on a yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) screen
(50 μm from FEL-1 and 90 μm from FEL-2.1). The
maximum IR energy per pulse available at the sample
was 350 μJ, corresponding to a maximum intensity of about
4 × 1013 W=cm2 (on a spot of about 100 μm) for FEL-1 and
for FEL-2.1; the intensity could be continuously varied from
0% to 100%by a crossed-polarizer arrangement. For FEL-1,
the intensity used for the measurements was about
3 × 1012 W=cm2, for FEL-2.1 of about 1 × 1013 W=cm2.
Photoemission spectra were measured with a custom-
made magnetic bottle spectrometer called FERMI-FELCO,
akin to the FELCO instrument used at the LCLS [31,88].
The magnetic bottle is essentially an electron time-of-flight
spectrometer (e-TOF) with a static magnetic field shaped to
allow collection of electrons over a wide solid angle (4π,
for FERMI-FELCO, which, after taking into account the
detector efficiency, amounts to an overall efficiency of
about 50%). Temporal and spatial overlap between FEL
and IR was optimized by means of the sequential two-color
photoemission from He via the He1s5p resonant state
Heþ hνFEL → He1s5p þmhνIR → Heþ þ e−. For delays
between the two lasers Δt, much smaller than the lifetime
of the 1s5p state (nanoseconds), this photoemission signal
appears as a step function that also allows an accurate
determination of the Δt ¼ 0. The IR delay was scanned by
a motorized stage in steps of 20 fs.
2. Data recording, calibration, and processing
Single-shot time-of-flight spectra were recorded and
aggregated (typically over about 200 shots for a given
delay) by a digitizer with 1 ns resolution. The area of the
sidebands was calculated by numerical integration. The
sidebands are well separated, and the choice of integration
limits is not critical, except when an intense peak (usually
the main band) introduces signal ringing, which may cause
signal cross-talk. Since, for absorption sidebands, the less
intense ones precede the more intense ones (particularly the
main band) in time, with the opposite for emission side-
bands, the former, immune from signal cross-talk, were
preferred for data analysis. Absorption sidebands are also
sharper in time and rise above the background even at low
intensity [see Fig. 7(b)]. The time of flight t to kinetic
energy ðEKÞ calibration was done by fitting reference peaks
to the formula EK ¼ (a=ðt − t0Þ)2 þ b. This step was only
necessary to confirm peak assignment and does not enter
the data analysis. The cross-correlation curve is obtained as
a plot of the average area of the chosen sideband versus
delay time. Although shot-to-shot analysis is not possible,
we also correlated the average pulse length to the average
bandwidth of the FEL available on a shot-to-shot basis
from the FEL spectrometer PRESTO [89].
In the case of data acquired from FEL-1, at the working
IR intensity of about 3 × 1012 W=cm2, only two sidebands
could be measured [Fig. 7(a)]. The pulse duration values
are extracted from SB2. Cross-correlation curves from
SB1 and SB2 agree within 10%, which is an indication
(a)
(b)
FIG. 7. Two-color (FEL at 25.78 nm, IR at 784 nm) photo-
electron spectra of atomic He acquired at time delay Δt ¼ 0 for
IR intensities: (a) about 3.2 × 1012 W=cm2 (used for the pulse
duration on FEL-1) and (b) about 4.3 × 1013 W=cm2 (maximum
intensity available).
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that saturation effects are not dominant in these conditions,
although the systematically longer value of the pulse duration
obtained from SB1 indicates the onset of saturation for this
sideband. In the case of data acquired from FEL-2.1, the IR
intensity was higher, about 1 × 1013 W=cm2, and sidebands
up to the fifth order could bemeasured. In this case, the trend
in the FEL pulse duration versus sideband order indicates
saturation for SB1 and SB2; conversely, the pulse duration
values from SB3 and SB4 are consistent within 4%; SB5,
although measurable, was discarded because of a poorer
signal-to-noise ratio. As an example, consider the cross-
correlation curves of Fig. 8: For FEL-1 [Fig. 8(a)], the
deconvolution via Eq. (16) yields a pulse duration measure-
ment of ð93 3Þ fs fromSB1 and ð85 4Þ fs fromSB2; for
FEL-2.1 [Fig. 8(b)], the deconvolution yields a pulse
duration of (ð77 3Þ fs for SB2, ð68 1Þ fs for SB3,
and ð70 2Þ fs for sideband 4. In summary, the measure-
ments reported for FEL-2.1 are from SB3 (better signal-to-
noise ratio in comparison to SB4). In all the measurements,
the error is the reciprocal of the estimated standard deviation
of the pulse duration resulting from theweighted least-square
fitting of the cross-correlation curve, where the weight is the
standard deviation of the measured cross-correlation curve
determined at each data point.
B. High-resolution single-shot solid-state
cross-correlation method
The second method is based on ultrafast optical gating
[90]. It involves the use of a solid-state target EUV-optical
cross-correlation [91–95]. In such an approach, the FEL
pulse is used to excite transient electrons into the con-
duction band of a dielectric material (Si3N4, SiO2, dia-
mond) or semiconductor (GaAs, Si). In this experiment, we
used Si3N4. The wavefront of the FEL is tilted with respect
to the target, and the arrival time of each of its portions
depends on the spatial positions on the sample. The FEL
fluency and the FEL temporal structure are encoded
spatially and temporally into the surface of the target.
The temporal evolution of the FEL excited transient
electrons is monitored at the arrival time of a probing
optical laser with a wavefront parallel to the target (see
Fig. 9). The transmitted light is a cross-correlation between
the FEL and the optical pulse [37,96]. The transformation
between the space (x) and the time (t) coordinate for a given
angle (δ) between the FEL pulse direction and sample
surface can be expressed as
t2 − t1 ¼
ðx2 − x1Þ cosðδÞ
c
; ð17Þ
where c is the speed of light. In contrast to other
approaches, such as XUV autocorrelation [36,97], spatio-
temporal encoding can perform FEL pulse duration mea-
surements on a single-shot basis.
For an accurate determination of the FEL pulse profile,
the optical probe pulse must have a known temporal pulse
profile IlaserðtÞ. In order to resolve complicated pulse
structures, it must be shorter than or comparable to the
shortest FEL component. If the probe laser temporal profile
is known, the FEL pulse profile can be determined from the
cross-correlation function SðΔtÞ given by [37,90]
SðΔtÞ ¼
Z
∞
−∞
IlaserðτÞGðτ − ΔtÞdτ; ð18Þ
where GðtÞ—the gating function—describes the optical
response of the material and contains the information
about the temporal evolution of electron density in the
conduction band [98,99]. It can be evaluated bymeans of the
Fresnel formula for stratified media [90,100], taking into
account the dependence of the complex refractive index,
~ηðt; yÞ ¼ ηðt; yÞ þ ikðt; yÞ, of the layers on the excited
electron density nexðt; yÞ through the model of Spitzer
and Shkarofsky [101,102]. If the FEL pulse duration is
(a) (b)
FIG. 8. Cross-correlation curves derived from He sidebands as
a function of the delay between the FEL and IR pulses. (a) FEL-1
pulses, IR intensity of about 3.2 × 1012 W=cm2. (b) FEL-2.1
pulses, IR intensity of about 1.4 × 1013 W=cm2.
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FIG. 9. (a) Autocorrelation signal (dotted black line) of the
noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) probe, pumped
by the FERMI IR laser (784 nm, 100 fs, 200 μJ). Reconstructed
temporal pulse shape from dispersion modeling (blue line) and
Gaussian fit of pulse shape (red line). (b) Spectrum of the NOPA
signal centered at 630 nm. (c) Schematic of the experimental setup.
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much longer than the typical material excitation time, the
electron density excited in the conduction band nexðt; yÞ
induced by the FEL pulse can be expressed in terms of total
FEL absorbed flux, given as [37]
nexðt; yÞ ¼
ℏωFEL
ΔEc
ΦphðtÞαFELe−αFELy; ð19Þ
where ℏωFEL is the FEL photon energy,ΔEc is the effective
energy necessary to promote an electron into the conduction
band (taking into account secondary electrons generated by
hot electron relaxation [103]), αFEL is the material absorp-
tion coefficient at the FEL photon energy, and ΦphðtÞ is the
time-dependent photon flux irradiating the material. Finally,
the total photon flux at time t irradiating the sample can be
expressed as the integrated FEL pulse temporal profile
IFELðtÞ:
ΦphðtÞ ¼
1
ℏωFEL
Z
t
−t0
IFELðt0Þdt0: ð20Þ
The simulation of the transient electron kinetics in the
sample under FEL irradiation was performed by means of
the XCASCADE Monte Carlo code [104]. This simulation
shows that linear absorption is a valid assumption under our
experimental conditions (low fluency). In this particular
case, the optical transmission function GðtÞ for a given
IFELðtÞ can be obtained by applying the transfer matrix
method to Eqs. (19) and (20) to calculate the complex
refractive index [37]. Knowing GðtÞ and the temporal
structure of the probe pulse IlaserðtÞ, a simulated cross-
correlation function SsimðΔtÞ can be calculated by applying
Eq. (18). To finally retrieve the pulse duration from the
experimental cross-correlation data SðΔtÞ, an optimization
routine minimizes the least-square residual error
½SsimðΔtÞ − SðΔtÞ2 by varying IFELðtÞ and Δt.
1. Experimental setup
Single-shot EUV-optical cross-correlation experiments
were carried out at the DiProI end station [79,80]. Previous
experiments were mostly performed on fused silica [37].
This substrate shows changes of morphology after several
shots because the FEL fluency level that is necessary to
generate sufficient plasma density is usually above the
damage threshold. In this experiment, we used 1-μm thick
Si3N4 membranes, where we could measure below the
damage threshold ð< 0.02 J=cm2Þ. The Si3N4 membrane
was mounted on an XYZ stage. The sample was illumi-
nated by FEL radiation arriving with an angle δ ¼ 20° with
respect to its surface, while the collimated optical probe
laser pulse ðλopt ¼ 630 nmÞ was impinged normal to the
sample surface with a spot size of 1-mm FWHM (Fig. 9).
The FEL beam was focused by the beam-line adaptive
optical system [76] to a spot size of about 150 × 300 μm,
as measured at the sample, with the larger beam dimension
on the plane of incidence of the FEL. The transmitted laser
pulse was collected by a Mitutoyo × 10 microscope objec-
tive and imaged onto a CCD camera triggered with the FEL
pulse and placed outside the vacuum vessel to generate an
image of the illuminated sample surface. The temporal
single-shot field of view of the CCD was ΔT ¼ 496 fs [see
Eq. (17)]. Spatial overlap between the two radiations was
checked on a phosphor scintillator screen. A central
element of this experiment was an external compact
single-stage NOPA, which was installed on the optical
breadboard close to the DiProI experimental end station
[76]. Since the available pump probe laser at FERMI is
limited to 100 fs, the NOPA is used to generate shorter
optical probe pulses in the range of 30 fs in order to
improve the temporal resolution of the experiment. The
NOPAwas pumped by the second harmonic of the FERMI
optical laser at 400 nm and seeded by white light generated
by the fundamental in a 4-mm sapphire crystal. The NOPA
was tuned to a 630-nm center wavelength generating ∼1 μJ
pulses and compressed in a fused silica prism compressor
[105] [Fig. 9(b)]. The temporal structure of the NOPA
pulses at the target was determined by a SHG autocorre-
lation measurement and reconstruction of the pulse shape
by precisely modeling the pulse spectral phase using
known parameters and optics of the setup [Fig. 9(a)].
At the target, the OPA pulse duration was measured as
ð32.7 1Þ fs (FWHM). Because of losses in the compres-
sor, beam transport, and beam shaping, 300 nJ of pulse
energy reached the target.
2. Data recording, calibration, and processing
In the case of XUV photons, the temporal resolution is
mainly limited by the optical resolution of the imaging
system and by the pulse duration of the optical probe. The
secondary electron cascade duration indeed becomes the
limiting factor, as analyzed, e.g., in Ref. [98]. The reso-
lution of the imaging system was calibrated with a periodic
resolution target (228 cycles per mm) placed at the sample
plane, with a spatial resolution of Δx ¼ ð1.26 0.97Þ μm,
leading to a time resolution of Δt ¼ ð4 3Þ fs. The
spatiotemporal calibration can be calculated by applying
Eq. (17) knowing the crossing angle δ. With the temporal
window ΔT ¼ 496 fs and the number of CCD
pixels N ¼ 1626 pxl, ΔT=N ¼ ð0.305 0.007Þ fs=pxl.
This value was confirmed by two time-delay scans evalu-
ating the transient transmission edge, resulting in
ð0.3061 0.0032Þ fs=pxl. The measurement procedure is
divided into three steps. First, the transmission of the
optical probe laser without a FEL pulse (background) is
recorded. Second, the transmission of the optical laser pulse
with the FEL pulse at a delay ScalibrationðΔt > 0; xÞ is
recorded, where the probe arrives later than the FEL pulse
and the resulting plasma from the FEL is fully developed.
This Scalibration delivers information about spatial FEL
intensity distribution IFELðxÞ and is used to correct the
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signals for spatial features in the FEL profile. Third, the
transmission with the FEL pulse at a delay SsignalðΔt ¼ 0; xÞ
is recorded, where both optical laser and FEL pulses
temporally overlap. Initially, both Scalibration and Ssignal data
need to be background corrected. Then, the spatial-intensity-
calibrated cross-correlation SðΔtÞ is produced using the
following expression:
SðΔtÞ ¼ 1 − 1 − Ssignal
1 − Scalibration
ð1 −minðSsignalÞÞ: ð21Þ
Figure 10 gives an example of a result of the analysis
procedure for one single shot at 26.17-nm centerwavelength
with a long seeding pulse of τseed ¼ 157.5 fs. Note that
SðΔtÞ (grey) and the corresponding modeled transmission
cross-correlation signal SðΔtÞ (red) are plotted in Fig. 10(a).
After an initial decrease of the transmission, it is possible to
observe a relaxation of the electron density, which slowly
increases the transmission. The plasma relaxation of the
electron density (over the range 150–500 fs) has been
observed by other groups using fused silica and Si3N4
targets [106–108]. However, the appearance of the decay is
dependent on the material and on the FEL pulse parameters.
In some materials, it is observed only on longer time scales.
The “plasma decay” effect is due to the diffusive escape
[109] of the excited free electrons from the interaction
region. Its contribution is closely related to the increasing
penetration depth of photons with increasing photon energy,
which defines the size of the interaction region. Electrons
can escape into the radiation-unexposed part of the silicon
nitride layer (1 micron thick), thus rapidly “disappearing”
from the interaction region. The photon attenuation length in
silicon nitride is 40 nm at 50-eV photon energy, approx-
imately the photon energy during the FERMI experiments,
100 nm at 92 eV, and between 100 nm and a fewmicrons for
photons ranging between 500 and 2000 eV [110]. In
previous experiments at photon energy close to the
FERMI energy [111], the return of the transient reflectivity
to its initial value was observed on a time scale of 0.5 ps. In
the experiment [93], after the initial drop, the reflectivity did
not recover for at least 3 ps. This confirms that the decay
effect observed during our measurement at FERMI cannot
be due to any inherent recombination process but rather to a
diffusion of electrons from the interaction region. The
effect of the “plasma decay” influences the gating function
GðtÞ and leads to a systematic shorter pulse duration.
We therefore addressed this problem by introducing an
exponential relaxation term in the simulation. From
the analysis of the transmission signal by means of this
modified model function, we determined a decay factor
τdecay ¼ ð239.2 15.6Þ fs. The decay factor is modeled as a
time-dependent electron density parameter included
[Eq. (18)]. Calculating the full scale modeling [37] of the
cross-correlation functions is time consuming. Therefore, in
the case of the long-scan series, we applied a simplified
function (simple model) for fitting the experimental cross-
correlation curves. Since the experiment was performed in a
linear absorption regime and at optimized FEL conditions
generating single Gaussian pulses, the simple model could
be reduced to a two-parameter (Δt; τFELÞ Gauss-fit model.
The simple model was cross-calibrated with a reduced
number of full-scale model results with different τFEL.
The FWHM pulse duration parameter τFEL resulting from
the full-scale model differs by a constant factor from the
result of the simple model. This deviation is taken into
account by correcting the simple model with a calibration
factor, which accounts for the small discrepancy between the
two models. A comparison between the simple model
(yellow line) and the full scale model (red line) is shown
in Fig. 10(a). In Fig. 10(b), the reconstructed pulse and the
corresponding retrieved gating function are shown. In
addition to the pulse duration measurement, the relative
time of arrival for each shot has been extracted. The temporal
delay between the FEL pulse and probe laser pulse was
determined by the spatial position of the turning point
of the cross-correlation curve. The influence of the FEL
pointing jitter can be neglected because the deviation of the
time of arrival is estimated to be smaller than 1 fs. As an
example, a series of 100 shots with seed pulse duration
ðτseed ¼ 112 fs 2.5 fsÞ has provided a FEL pulse duration
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FIG. 10. (a) Single-shot cross-correlation curve from a Si3N4
target (grey): τseed ¼ 157.5 fs, FEL wavelength 26.17 nm; fits
calculated with the cross-correlation simple model (yellow line)
and the full-scale cross-correlation function (red line). (b) Solid black
line: Retrieved single-shot pulse structure IFELðtÞ. Solid red line:
FEL gating function. The single-shot pulse duration is τFEL ¼
74.9 fs. (c) Series of N ¼ 100 single-shot cross-correlation curves
(smoothed) normalized between a transmission (T) of 1 and 0;
τseed ¼ 112.5 fs. The spatial position of the transient edge depends
on the relative arrival timebetween the probe laser and theFELpulse.
Measured average pulse duration τFEL ¼ ð51.2 2.0Þ fs; average
time-of-arrival jitter is 2.2 fs (rms).
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τFEL ¼ ð51 2Þ fs at 26.2 nm,with a time-of-arrival jitter of
2.2 fs rms [Fig. 10(c)].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Measurements with the two methods were carried out in
different machine conditions and at different FEL output
wavelengths. Different seed pulse durations and different
seed pulse generation schemes (OPA or THG) were used
for the measurements. As pointed out in Sec. II, the final
pulse length is expected to depend on the seed pulse
duration and on the FEL harmonic conversion order. The
up-shift to a harmonic of order n causes a reduction of the
optical pulse duration scaling as 1=
ffiffiffi
n
p
when the FEL is
operated far from saturation both in the modulator and/or
dispersion section and in the final amplifier. When the
output pulse is optimized (maximum bunching at minimum
energy modulation, χn ∼ χmaxn ), the pulse length is expected
to scale as about 7=ð6n1=3Þ. In deeply saturated conditions,
induced by the modulator-dispersion or by the dynamics in
the final amplifier, the pulse length grows with the
formation of pulse structures. The level of saturation can
be controlled by varying the intensity of the seed laser or
the dispersion after the modulator. Both of these parameters
control the amplitude of the bunching factor at the entrance
of the final amplifier. At the same time, the level of
saturation can be monitored by measuring the extracted
energy per pulse and by observing the spectral signatures of
saturation effects, such as spectral broadening and the
appearance of substructures in the spectral profile [49]. In
Table I, we report a summary of measurements obtained in
conditions of almost-single-mode spectra with a pulse
energy substantially lower than the maximum available
(50%–60%, mode ¼ n) and measurements in partially
saturated conditions (mode ¼ s). These results are there-
fore expected to be free of “deep” saturation effects. The
measurements with method A require the acquisition of
data points for different delay times between the FEL and
IR pulses. With method B, each measurement is the result
of an average over 100 single-shot acquisitions, and the
method also provides an estimate of the arrival-time
jitter τa.
In Fig. 11, we plot the ratio between the measured FEL
pulse length and the seed pulse length, as a function of the
harmonic order n for the data in Table I. The measured
pulse durations in blue and green (mode ¼ n) are 15% to
22% lower than the duration estimated in the expected
optimized conditions, Eq. (13) ½τFEL ∼ 7τseed=ð6n1=3Þ. The
data point corresponding to harmonic 13, which shows a
slightly larger duration than the 7=ð6n1=3Þ trend, was
measured on FEL-2.1. The anomaly could be associated
with a tuning of the FEL, with an increased seed intensity
compensating for the lower gain in the amplifier of FEL-2.1
with respect to FEL-1. These measurements suggest that
the FEL optimization based on the criterion of a narrow,
TABLE I. FEL pulse duration data, measured with method (M) A or B, with the harmonic (n) corresponding to the wavelength (λFEL).
Seeds at wavelengths (λseed) 261.1 nm and 261.7 nm were generated in THG, while in the other cases, the OPAwas used. Arrival-time
jitter ðτaÞ is for method B only. The column mode indicates the saturation conditions: n ¼ normal, s ¼ saturated.
M n λseedðnmÞ λFELðnmÞ τseedðfsÞ τFELðfsÞ τaðfsÞ Mode
A 10 257.8 25.78 140 61.5 3    n
A 11 261.1 23.74 140 63 4    n
A 13 261.1 20.08 140 74 3    n
B 7 261.7 37.38 112.5 52 8    n
B 10 261.7 26.17 112.5 53 3 3 1 n
B 10 261.7 26.17 157.5 72 6 8 2 n
B 14 261.7 18.69 112.5 42 6    n
A 7 261.1 37.30 140 2.5 106 2    s
A 10 257.8 25.78 140 2.5 85 4    s
A 11 261.1 23.74 140 2.5 95 3    s
FIG. 11. Summary of measurements. Blue squares show
method A; green triangles show method B. These measurements
are associated with data in Table I corresponding to the normal
“optimized” configuration (mode ¼ n). Red dashed line: The
function 1=
ffiffiffi
n
p
. Blue dotted line: Optimized peak bunching
factor, scaling as about 7=ð6n1=3Þ. The red points, obtained with
an excess of seed power or dispersion, causing an evident
broadening in the spectrum (mode ¼ s in Table I), are instead
characterized by a systematic larger duration.
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Gaussian-like spectrum, without side peaks, leads to a
working point with a corresponding χn=χmaxn factor
[Eq. (11)] of about 0.8–1.0. The other data points (red,
mode ¼ s in the table) refer to measurements where the
FEL was tuned, on purpose, with an increased seed power
and/or dispersion or, in other words, with χn=χmaxn > 1
[Eq. (11)] (see Table I). These measurements show a
10%–20% longer pulse duration.
From independent spectral measurements of the FEL
pulses, a Fourier transform (FT)-limited pulse duration can
be calculated according to the relation
τFTL ≃ 0.44λ2=ðcΔλÞ: ð22Þ
The τFTL pulse values are systematically shorter than the
measured ones by 30% for the cases corresponding to the
THG seed and by up to 60% for the OPA seeding scheme.
This difference is due to the residual chirp in the seed laser
pulse spectral width, leading to FEL pulses that are not FT
limited in the conditions of the measurements. The OPA
seeding mode shows a larger frequency chirp than the
THG setup.
In the OPA seeding mode, the linear component of the
frequency chirp was large enough to correlate the temporal
pulse profilewith the spectral pulse profile [69]. In Fig. 12(a),
the cross-correlation curve measured (with method A) at
harmonic n ¼ 6 (42.97 nm) in deeply saturated conditions is
compared to the pulse spectrum. The spectral profile shows a
clear correspondence between time and wavelength with a
spectrotemporal splitting of the pulse. The spectral intensity
profile shows a double peak, with the minor component
of the spectrum containing about 15% of the total intensity.
The FEL pulse head is the rising edge on the right side of
Fig. 12(a). This component corresponds to the most intense
component in the spectral profile, which lies at longer
wavelength [Fig. 12(b)] and is consistent with a positive
chirp of the seed pulse. By means of peak fitting, the
wavelength span is correlated with the time span. From
the plot, we may estimate a linear frequency chirp rate α∼
6.2×1026 rad=s2 defined as ωðtÞ¼½d=ðdtÞφðtÞ¼ω0þ2αt,
where ωðtÞ describes the linear frequency shift along the
pulse centered at ω0 (this value of α corresponds to a group
delay dispersion of about 800 fs2).
As anticipated, method B allows a correlation of the
pulse length to the spectral width on a shot-to-shot basis.
The results shown in Fig. 13 were taken with the THG
seeding mode, with a seed pulse duration τseed ¼
ð112 2.5Þ fs and FEL set at harmonic n ¼ 10
(26.17 nm). The plot corresponds to a sample of 200
shots, where for each FEL pulse, a corresponding spectrum
and pulse duration were acquired. The black dashed line
shows the bandwidth vs. the pulse duration for FT-limited
Gaussian pulses. The time-bandwidth product of the FEL
pulses corresponding to the measured data points (blue
dots) is about 30% larger than the FT limit. This is
compatible with the assumption of a residual linear
frequency chirp rate α ∼ 4 × 1026 rad=s2 (red solid line),
which may be attributed to the residual frequency chirp of
the seed laser pulse. In this set of measurements, the seed
pulse bandwidth was indeed 1.15 nm FWHM, indicating a
time-bandwidth product 1.28 × FT limit. For a thorough
discussion about the effect of the chirp in a seeded FEL
and about the generation of FT-limited pulses, see also
Refs. [43,49].
(a) (b)
FIG. 12. (a) Cross-correlation curve at a wavelength λFEL ¼
42.96 nm (6th harmonics) for the source FEL-1 measured with
method A. (b) Wavelength dispersion of the pulse (average over
200 shots) as measured with the beam-line spectrometer
PRESTO. Temporal and wavelength profiles were fitted with
two Gaussian peaks (solid black lines).
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FIG. 13. Measured FEL pulse duration and bandwidth of 200
consecutive shots at fixed machine conditions. Blue dots are the
measured data, the dashed black line shows the theoretical curve
for FEL pulses with a perfect FT-limited Gaussian profile, and the
solid red line is the bandwidth as a function of the duration of an
ideal Gaussian pulse with chirp α ∼ 4 × 1026 rad=s2 (correspond-
ing to a group delay dispersion of about 540 fs2). All FEL pulse
durations are measured with the single-shot cross-correlation.
The red stars represent the grouped average of the data points.
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In similar conditions, i.e., τseed ¼ ð112 2.5Þ fs at n ¼
10, the dispersion parameterR56 was increased from 26.2 μm
up to 75 μm. This corresponds to an increase of about 2.9 of
the χn=χmaxn factor [Eq. (11)], driving a previously optimized
condition into a deeply saturated condition. This setting is
expected to induce the formation of multiple structures in the
FEL pulse (see Fig. 2). Figure 14(a) shows a measurement of
the cross-correlation data. Starting at R56 ¼ 46.5 μm, the
pulse profile shows a well-separated secondary peak. At
larger values of R56, the pulse clearly splits into two
substructures whose separation grows with the dispersion
R56. In Fig. 14(b), the pulse separation resulting from the
profiles in Fig. 14(a) is compared to the separation calculated
from Eq. (9), under the assumption that the condition χn ¼
χmaxn is obtained at R56 ¼ 40 μm [see the red solid line in
Fig. 14(b)]. We observe two main pulses with a separation in
reasonable agreement with the theory. An indirect way of
retrieving the separation between the two peaks is via the
spectral data. The pulse spectra, measured simultaneously
and independently via the spectrometer (see Fig. 15), show
the presence of intensity modulations, suggesting a structure
in the temporal distribution [49]. We made the rough
assumption that the splitting leads to the formation of two
identical Gaussian pulses separated in time by an interval δt,
with a common frequency chirp. The chirp is derived from the
analysis of Fig. 13.Wemay therefore calculate the separation
δt from the period of the spectral modulation. For the
reconstruction of the temporal separation δt, we assumed
the pulse was composed of two identical Gaussian pulses of
rms duration σt with a common linear frequency chirp α,
EðtÞ ¼E0fe−ðtþδt=2Þ2=4σ2t þe−ðt−δt=2Þ2=4σ2t gexp ½iðωþ2αtÞt.
The period of the spectral modulation depends on the chirp
and on the temporal separation Tω ¼ ½ð2πÞ=δt½1þð4ασ2t Þ2.
The value of σt was retrieved from the leading pulse profile in
Fig. 14(a). The temporal separation reconstructed from the
spectral data is shown in Fig. 14(b) and is comparable to the
value directly measured with method B.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied the pulse temporal shape and expected
behavior of the pulse duration in a seeded FEL operating
in the HGHG configuration. We have measured this
parameter with two reliable methods: two-color photo-
emission cross-correlation (method A, Sec. III A) and high-
resolution single-shot solid-state cross-correlation (method
B, Sec. III B). The results obtained with the two methods
were mutually consistent. Both methods can determine
“online” the temporal pulse profile of a FEL, as would be
the case for XUV autocorrelation methods. In particular,
method B was demonstrated in a single-shot mode. Pulse
characteristics, such as the pulse splitting at saturation,
were uniquely determined: See Fig. 12 for method A and
Fig. 14 for method B.
In the framework of the optimized operating conditions
of the seeded FEL FERMI, the theoretical predictions for
the pulse evolution have been compared to the results. The
measurements were carried out at different wavelengths
and for different machine settings and seed laser pulse
durations. We may distinguish between a short pulse mode
of operation—characterized by a single-mode narrow-band
spectrum and reduced energy per pulse of the order of 50%
FIG. 14. Pulse temporal profile as a function of the R56
parameter. Left panel: Single-shot cross-correlation retrieved
FEL temporal pulse profile. Right panel: Temporal separation
of the split pulses at R56 > 40 μm (blue diamonds); separation
calculated from Eq. (9) under the assumption that χn ¼ χmaxn is
obtained at R56 ¼ 40 μm (black dashed line); pulse separation
estimated from the spectral traces in Fig. 15 (green diamonds).
FIG. 15. Spectrum of the radiation at the corresponding values
of dispersion as shown in Fig. 14. Each image is the result of an
average over five single-shot acquisitions; the spectral features
are relatively stable in time.
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of the maximum attainable energy—and a high energy
mode. In the first case, the FEL pulse duration at the
harmonic n was measured to be typically shorter than
τFEL ∼ ð76Þτseed=n1=3, as predicted by theory and regardless
of the THG or OPA seeding mode of operation. For those
settings, such that a single Gaussian mode can be observed
in the spectrum, pulse lengths well below the 100-fs regime
could be systematically measured independently of the
specific seed setup. In the second case, the higher energy
per pulse comes with a pulse duration that can even be 2–3
times larger (see Fig. 14) and with the pulse showing a
more complicated temporal structure, also reflecting on the
spectral properties of the light. As expected, the correlation
with the spectral features depends on the frequency chirp of
the pulse and, indirectly, on the spectral chirp of the seed
laser. The FEL linear frequency chirp was estimated at
harmonic n ¼ 6, in deeply saturated conditions, seeded by
the larger chirp of the OPA laser setup, and at n ¼ 10, with
the THG setup. In addition, at n ¼ 10, an R56 scan was
carried out. At large values of R56, two main pulses with a
separation in agreement with theoretical prediction were
observed. The above experimental techniques have there-
fore shown the capability to provide temporal measure-
ments, even in the presence of complex pulse structures
(with multiple peaks both in the temporal and spectral
domains), whenever they were induced by specific tuning
of the machine parameters. Thus, transient transmission
cross-correlation may provide a tool to link the spectral
shape to the pulse temporal structure on a single-shot basis.
Knowledge of the temporal pulse profile is of paramount
importance for FEL studies aimed at deepening science of
time-resolved phenomena. The methods used in the setup
tested at FERMI can be implemented as online diagnostics
for short-wavelength FELs, regardless of the seeded or
SASE mode of operation. Concerning the unique seeded
FEL source FERMI, new facilities implementing the
external seed to improve longitudinal coherence were
proposed in the past few years and are now coming into
operation, such as the seeded FLASH upgrade at DESY
[112] and the Dalian Coherent Light Source (DCLS) [113].
Exact knowledge of the interplay of the machine param-
eters governing the pulse properties in the seeded mode is
therefore an important aspect for both the scientists
proposing experiments requiring the unique properties of
a seeded FEL and for the FEL tuning process itself, with the
determination of the pulse intensity and the possibility of an
online, single-shot, temporal pulse characterization to
perform, e.g., slow-loop feedback with long-term-stability
FEL pulses.
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